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Businesses are looking for stable
working software delivered into
production more quickly, reducing
risk while ensuring high quality –
they want more frequent releases so
they gain the flexibility to meet the
demands of the market.
One main reason companies struggle with this approach
is that doing it manually is very difficult, if not impossible,
if you want to truly achieve these goals. But if you automate
this process, the business can regain confidence in their
SAP delivery teams and more easily meet shifting market
requirements and opportunities.
Most organizations with large, complex infrastructures have
settled on a ‘multi-lane’ or ‘multi-track’ approach that reflects
the different priorities assigned to different types of change.
IT can then follow different development, QA, review and
approval policies with different types of change.
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What do we need to consider when
building that highway and creating
our “rules of the road?”
One of the first things to consider is what types of change we will
manage. Emergencies? Support changes? Releases? This will
help us determine the number and type of lanes we might need.
Of course, we’re never going to get away from the large project
change – so we will always need a lane for this.
Without doubt, with this approach the most important lane in our
new highway is the continuous delivery lane where we continually
deliver enhancements into production – somewhat like agile
development but not quite.
If we’re going to deliver smaller modules on a regular basis, we will
need to employ strict controls but we also need the flexibility to craft
and enforce a process that accurately reflects our individual needs.
Some companies use an N, N+1 landscape. If you’re running it
through your BAU, chances are you’re using an N, N+1.
Either way, you are very likely going to need some kind of
automation to help you manage the traffic flows and enforce
the rules. Let’s see how this can work.
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flex·i·ble:
easily
changed:
able to
change or to
do different
things.

Emergency Change Lane
– The Fast Lane
These changes are assigned the highest priority and the
fastest track to production. Typically, an emergency change
is IT’s fastest possible response to unexpected problems, especially
those that have potential to bring down the system or disrupt
business processes.
The process in your emergency lane will be shorter than the
process in your support or continuous delivery lane. There is minimal
time when you release these into your production system. You
might decide you can move an emergency change with a simple
test or that a change needs more testing and impact analysis.
Without effective controls, the emergency lane gets choked
because everyone thinks their changes are an emergency and so
having a method to apply and then enforce the proper controls is
really quite important.

Each lane has different processes and governances. This
gives you the flexibility to meet changing business needs.
You will likely move emergency changes one at a time or
a few at a time, but they need to arrive at their production
destination as quickly as possible with as few restrictions as
possible. Therefore, you need to categorize each change
and then apply strict controls.
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Weekly Support Release Lane
– The Middle Lane
In this lane are regular support changes that flow out on a weekly
or biweekly basis. They include, for example, small enhancements
requested by business and adjustments to data flows to
accommodate new requirements.
Both IT and business users may be reluctant to label a change
“Emergency” if they fear they don’t fully understand an error’s
potential to cause damage and consider “Routine” safer than
“Emergency.” Careful review and authorization to swap changes
into different categories will prevent problems.

As you outline lane allocations and approvals, you will
need to enforce and categorize them first. You might not
need four lanes, you might need two release lanes – small
and large – or two project lanes.
You will make this determination, but first you will need a
technology with the built-in flexibility to allow you to make
and enforce your decisions.
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Continuous Delivery Lane
– The High Occupancy Vehicles Lane
This is the main channel for accelerate delivery of major
enhancements and business-requested change orders.
Depending upon your organization’s size, complexity and
change volume, this lane would deliver changes in monthly or
even quarterly cycles. This is not quite agile development, but in
practical terms for a large organization, it is close.
Many IT teams are now being tasked to devise continuous release
delivery strategies specifically to:
• Replace large, infrequent change releases with smaller,
more frequent releases, and
• Tune systems better to business needs.
Done well, the approach will also reduce the disruptions that large,
infrequent releases invariably introduce.

Change control is often the logical central coordinator in
an accelerated delivery approach, though of course
companies must select release management tooling to fit
their current needs. One thing is clear – business wants IT to
deliver stable, working software as rapidly as possible.
More frequent releases can more flexibly serve rapidly
changing business needs in today’s markets.
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Major Projects Lane
– The Slow Lane
These are the unavoidable major SAP projects that bring new
modules online, upgrade crucial systems, and so forth. They may
also include major in-house projects, such as consolidating different
business units or bringing significant third-party applications on line.
Longer deliveries face bigger policy enforcement challenges. Your
in-house developers understand that what they do can cause serious
issues for the business if they bend processes too far. But visiting
contractors probably lack knowledge of your processes. They need
more guidance.
You also need to be aware that the production system may be quite
different than what your processes initially supported, so finding ways to
incorporate emergency, support or continuously delivered changes into
the large-project scope is important. Up to 10% of your accelerated
changes can be overwritten when a large project is deployed.
Good change control software ensures all users “know” the rules and will
keep track of changes to the system. Its configuration will reflect and
honour, not change, your organization’s own unique processes.
Accelerated delivery, greater control and heightened stability
do not make an intuitively obvious combination, but failing
at any of these would impede successful continuous change
strategies. On complex systems, it’s worth taking the extra care.
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Merging Lanes
There are challenges and risks across all lanes. You will likely run
into parallel development issues. This can be a serious issue, as
touched on earlier in the ‘Project Lane’ descriptor, particularly when
the lanes merge at production delivery time.
At Revelation Software Concepts, we’re finding over time that the
answers to the question of whether people have significant issues
when merging lanes in multi-track approaches is trending in the
“yes” direction.
How can you better manage? If you’re going to reduce risk and
increase flexibility you will definitely need automation. You will
absolutely need flexibility to be adaptive, which means you will
need sound controls, good governance and enforcement to
manage your traffic and respond quickly to business needs.
The flexible, multi-lane approach lets you adjust your development,
testing, review and approval policies to fit different delivery
schedules for each lane. At the end of the day they all merge
together and you will need appropriate approvals and change
visibility to make sure you avoid collisions.
To find out how Revelation Software Concepts’ Rev-Trac SAP
Change Control Automation Software might help, download
the whitepaper for the complete journey to continuous delivery.
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